On the
Move

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Activity link

Activity link

Activity link

Activity link

Activity link

Puddle

Rainbow Sort

Catch the

Rainbow

Rainy Day

Jumping

Relay

Raindrops

Crawl

Sticky Wall

Increase your
child’s motor skills
while exploring the
colors of the
rainbow.

Even if it is not
raining, you can still
make it a fun rainy
day!

Rain, rain, you can The colors of the
stay…as long as
rainbow are all
we get time to
mixed up!
play!

Umbrellas catch
rain to keep us
dry…even upside
down.

Rainy Day

Singing in the

If I was a

Colors of the

Yoga

Adventures

Fun

Rain

Cloud

Rainbow

Adventures

Online

A fun song to talk
about what we do
and wear on rainy
days.

Listen to Big Bird
& friends talk
about the clouds in
the sky.

Sing and dance to
this fun song
about rainbow
colors.

Scoop It

Bubble,

Dump and Fill

Away

Bubble Pop

Rainbow Tray

Sensory
Time

Watch the rainbow
appear through
this fun sand
experience.

Sing and dance
along to this fun
song with The
Learning Station.

Rain, rain go
away? But indoor
activities are so
much fun.

Bubbles are
always fun
especially on a
rainy day!

Combine yoga &
story time for a fun
adventure indoors
on a rainy day.

Rainbow Toast

It is so much fun to Enjoy a snack filled
fill things up and
with rainbow colors.
pour it out.

Story Time

Rainy Day

How the

We Play on A

Walks

Crayons

Rainy Day

A delightful picture
book about a
wonderful wet
walk.

Saved the
Rainbow

See what fun
things you can do
on a rainy day.

A unique story
about how the
sun, rain & clouds
work together to
create rainbows.

Rainy Day

Tape Art

Arts and

Finger Play

Masterpiece

Creativity

Enjoy the fun with
these action finger
play songs!

Enjoy creating a
masterpiece with
tape!

Rainbow Art
Have fun with this
creative art activity
in the rain.

Rainy Day
A little bit of bad
weather is not
going to stop the
crocodiles from
having a good
time.

Rain
Enjoy this book as it
shows how the blue
sky turns to gray
when it starts to rain.

Marker

Sensational 3D

Puppets

Sculptures

Have fun turning
old plastic marker
caps into puppets!

Use your
imagination to create
3-D sculptures.

